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About This Game

A rookie inspector on her first assignment and her experienced copartner arrive at the scene – a luxurious island in the middle
of the ocean owned by a young millionaire, who wants the matter concluded as quietly as possible. The question in this case

appears simple enough: was a security guard's death a suicidal plunge, or maybe an unfortunate fall?

The residents of the island - the Bradford family - at first seem cordial and beyond reproach, even shocked by the death of a
friendly employee. But upon closer inspection it becomes clear that they harbor animosities and deep hidden motives. The more
you delve into this secluded island and the twisted family relations on it, the more complicated and unclear the matter becomes.
A seemingly routine case turns into a tale of machinations driven by greed and a suicide investigation reveals multiple murders.

Is anyone innocent? Will you be able to predict the assassin's next step?

Features

 Enjoy over 39 mysterious locations!
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 Challenge yourself with 36 riddles and Hidden Object puzzles!

 Find out more about the enigmatic family members!

 Get 16 challenging achievements!

 Find 28 collectibles!
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Title: Path of Sin: Greed
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
Cordelia Games
Publisher:
Artifex Mundi
Release Date: 30 Aug, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10

Processor: 2.0 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB VRAM

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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Very enjoyable.
You're the rookie inspector partner to an experienced detective off to investigate an apparent suicide.
The plot and setting are clich\u00e9 in the best possible way for those who enjoy old fashioned mysteries: the setting is an island
owned by a rich, slightly eccentric company owner, and inhabited by his (possibly) gold-digging ex-model wife, his younger
brother (newly out of prison and engaged to the social worker who rescued him from himself), his American business partner,
and the company's brilliant ex-Russian lawyer. The probably-not-a-suicide is Mark Spector, the security guard, who seems to
have noticed some kind of shenanigans.

There's a ton of special handles, trinkets, and weird-shaped indentations (I always wonder how these people find anything, lol), a
moderate number of well-laid-out hidden object scenes, and some puzzles that range from easy to moderate. I found the voice
acting good throughout, with minor exceptions, which was nice.

And there's still a bonus episode to go! The game isn't without its flaws, but it was a lot of fun for this Agatha Christie fan. Plus,
the snakes are called Baldrick and Blackadder. Just ignore some fairly iffy (er, occasionally very, very iffy) police protocol, and
you're all set to interact with the wealthy and the "not as wealthy as they'd like to be".

9.5\/10 for entertainment value and good art, music, and voices
Note: Wait for a sale, but don't worry about getting a super deep discount.
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